Body surface isopotential maps of experimentally induced transient right bundle branch block.
The characteristic patterns of the epicardial activation and body surface isopotential maps (MAPs) were examined in experimental transient right bundle branch block (RBBB) produced by pressing the main stem of right bundle mechanically. During the recovery from the complete block, various degrees of incomplete RBBB (IRBBB) were obtained. The epicardial activation of IRBBB spread in almost normal fashion with delayed right ventricular epicardial breakthrough. And the MAPs manifested intermediate patterns between those obtained in control and in complete RBBB (CRBBB). The MAP patterns of IRBBB were classified into the following 3 groups by the difference of the localized bend of isopotential lines reflecting the epicardial breakthrough. In the advanced IRBBB with QRS prolongation over 25%, the epicardial breakthrough of the left ventricle was detected on the MAPs. In the moderate IRBBB with QRS prolongation around 20%, in addition to the left ventricular breakthrough the right ventricular breakthrough was detected at the center of the anterior chest. In the mild IRBBB with QRS prolongation less than 15%, only the right ventricular breakthrough was detected. These findings indicate usefulness of MAPs for diagnosing the severity of IRBBB due to the damage to the main right bundle. Moreover, these MAP patterns in IRBBB of main right bundle can be distinctly differentiated from the IRBBB MAPs resulting from incisional interruption of lateral branches of right bundle. The present findings also suggest the usefulness of MAPs in diagnosing the site of the conduction disturbance resulting in IRBBB.